REMEDIA - Guidelines for Contributors

Thank you so much for contributing a post to REMEDIA. We are delighted to feature
your contribution. REMEDIA aims to make high quality scholarship in the history of
medicine and medical humanities accessible to a larger audience.
For a traditional article format, please consider the following recommendations:
•

Posts should be between 500 and 2000 words and submitted as a Word
Document.

•

Posts should follow a traditional essay format, including argument, evidence
and footnotes

•

Posts should be written in accessible, non-specialist language, which can be
less formal than for a traditional journal. Imagine you are explaining your
subject to an interested, intelligent person, that is not a specialist in your
field.

•

Consider breaking up your post by using subheadings, as they increase the
likelihood that readers will continue reading your post. Subheadings also
make the post more easily findable in search engines, especially the ones that
contain keywords relevant to your content.

•

Please use numbered endnotes. Citations should use the Chicago Manual of
Style. A bibliography is not required.

•

Please use American spelling.

•

If possible, please provide up to 5 images to appear in your post, and one
featured image for the blog’s homepage. Please ensure that you abide by
copyright law and provide appropriate captions with references to the

original sources. Please indicate the appropriate placement of images in the
text.
•

In addition to your manuscript, please also supply a short paragraph (2-3
sentences) describing yourself; this might include your academic affiliation,
research interests, and any recent publications you would like to mention.
We would be happy to link to your personal website, websites of your
research projects, or social media accounts. This paragraph will appear at the
end of your post and on our “Writers” page.

•

Please suggest up to 5 keywords to be used as tags for your post.

•

Please submit your post via email to the editors:
Lisa Haushofer: haushofer@fas.harvard.edu
Kate Womersley: kw310@cam.ac.uk

•

Your post will be reviewed by the editors and usually returned to you with
suggestions for revision within 2 weeks. Please return a revised version of
your post at your earliest convenience.

REMEDIA also invites non-traditional formats such as interviews, poems, audio, and
video. If you are interested in submitting a post which is not a written article, please
contact the editors.

